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SAC, Dallas (1200-10462) ¢P) 

LEE HARVEY OSWALD, aka. 

/ 35 ~ R ~ CUBA ATTH.: FBI LABORATORY 9 
fhe inventory listing of exhibits furnished Dallas 

by routing slip 5/8/64, has been reviewed and compared with 
listings in the Dallas Office for the purpose of determining 
any variances. It should be noted although beth listings in 
@ nuaber of instances carried the item identically, there is. 
& wariance when compared with the photograph of the particular. 
item. These differences are also being noted. A munber of 
“c" items, beginning with C250, are being described by Dallas 
to a greater extent than in the inventory listing furnished 
May &, 1964, using instead the description set forth in PBI 
Laboratory reports. , 

In addition, more descriptive data has been added 
to items D-191, D~207, D-209 and D-211, as indicated herein. 

During the above review, it was noted several 
articles have duplicate exhibit numbers, possibly caused by 
the examination of an original as well as a copy of a par-| 
ticular article. These duplicate numbers are as follows: 

item Number 

p43 
B42 
p44 

bd 
p47 

D104 and D105 Co 
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The following information is set forth for the ~~ 
benefit of the Laboratory in rechecking the original . 
exhibit where necessary: 

on . 

197 *gotebook" in foreign language appears 
preferable to *letter" in foreign ? 

dianguage. 

219 Mame should be “ALEX KLEINLERER" rather. 
than “ALEX KLEIN LERER". 

328 The wording under this item indicates 

there are two articles; however, the #  —- 
photograph ef number 328 shows only , 
the dictionary. It is noted B6 may de 
the second article mentioned. — 

358 The postmark appears to be °23 763 13°. 

359 The envelope is postmarked “pacli". 

362 ‘Zt is not know if the second envelope 
4s postmarked ‘Irving, 10-7-63"° as only 
the front ef the envelope is show in 

the photograph. It 4s noted the envelope 

in item 361 is postmarked this same Gate 

and place, but it appears to be a 

different envelope, due to the torn edge. 

364 This item is described as letter “three 

pages written on both sides.° Photographs 

indicate there are two separate letters,. 
one being two pages in length, 

four. pages. 
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376 

439 

441 

Bl4 

    

a Windshield from President's car. (It ¢ 

  

in the second and third lines of the 

*Lanacane"’ and “Feen-a-mint". 

fhe photograph showing binoculars and 
Zilm is mot a good print, and, also, 
the item number °376° could he mistaken 
for *378°. 

Mame should be “LOUIS WEINSTOCK". 

Bane should be "TOMPKINS". 

The name should be “WILLIAM B. REILY". 

Correct spelling of street is “Faixrmount*. 

Correct spelling of name is “A. J. HIDEEL.* 

Mame is “PETER P. GREGORY.* . 

Name is °TIPPIT.* 

"Rifle, 6.5 mm Mannlicher-Carcano, Italian 
Military, Serial HC 5209 with telescopic 
sight." (This serial number may be 
"vc 5209*). 

Should read *Val-pak.* 

“Hunting knife, black and silver-striped 
handle, in shest:, received from Imperial 
Knife Co., Inc., Providence, Rhode Island.* ~ 

    

    

  

should be noted this item, as well as =." 
C313 beth carry FBI Laboratory Specimen ~ 
Murber as6és.)
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BL 3200-10461 

item Humber 
feags:. 

308 "Hunting knife, black and gold-striped 
handle, in sheath, received from 
Imperial Knife Co., Ince. Providence, 
Rhode Island." 

  

©€309 “pox ef 20 6.5 mm Mannlicher-Carcano | 
cartridges from JOHN THOMAS MASEN, 

Masen’s Gun Shop, 7402 Harry Hines” .- 
Boulevard, Dallas, Texas." -. eee 

ES C310 “Box of 20 6.5 sm Mannlicher-Carcano 
r cartridges from JOHN H. BRINEGAR, The — 

@un Shop, 11488 Harry Hines Boulevard, 
Dallas, Texas.". 

E “Black suit coat worn by Governor 
CONBALLY.* 

E “Black suit trousers worn by Governor 
CONNALLY.“ 

¢313 “white dress shirt worn by Governor 

CONNALLY." : 

Mame is “MARINA.” tfte bof me om tot rg 

Should read “cotton pickin, ete. (= f“~ y) 

ze FBI Laboratory Specimen Wusber ghould 
be "0477.° go? 

The last name of LEE HARVEY OSWALD is 
spelled *OSWLD" on this exhibit es scape 

. Kas 
a) eee 3 

Photographs of these two items show the. ee 
exhibit numbers are reversed 
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D141 The correct spelling is “Texmelncan." <> 

D145 and . 
Bl46 amc. 

are reversed. 

The Bureau has instructed Dallas the 
words *Photostatic copy" appearing in 
ietterhead memorandum should be “Photostat.° 

Same as DISS. FOr FC wae 65" Photeclade" 

Sane as D158. “aor A 

Bureau instructed °2-13-63" appearing in 
letterhead memorandum be changed to %2-1]13"* bps 
as year not show on exhibitenn7 3 olen 0 Amb? 

fhe street number on Madison Street, 

Chicago, is "4540* rather than “450°. "ur 

Words “case numbers ef gifts" changed te >> 
xead “case nunbers of goods.* ee 

Sane as D158. “240 Se a 

“Photograph ef looseleaf notebook page 
obtained from M. MW. Michaelis, George | 
Rose and Co., Inc., Los Angeles, Cali- = 7. 

ferns en which is entered a record OF cars ser 
one -35 SN Kevolver shipped to A. J. = ses foes 
NIDELL, Dallas, Texas 3-20-63.° = Sa 
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    “Photograph ef Selective Service System <<: — 
Motice of Classification card,” in name “ie 
ALEX JANES MIDELL.*



  

iten Muxber 

209 “Color print from Mrs. MARIE LORETTA a 
HYDE (jtinsk).°* 

D211 “Color print from Mrs. MONICA KRANER." 

REQUESTS OF LABORATORY: 

It is requested the Dallas Office be advised 

regarding any item herein where description is questioned. - 

. Qaboratory also requested te furnish Dallas Office, 

if available, ene 8X10 photograph of each of the following 

items, inasmuch as such photographs are not in possession of 

Dallas: 

  

Bl44 
D148 
D149 
B191 
B1S82 
p210 
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